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UAV-Assisted Maritime Legitimate Surveillance: Joint

Trajectory Design and Power Allocation
Lei Wu, Wei Wang, Member, IEEE, Zengshuan Ji, Yongjie Yang, Kanapathippillai Cumanan, Senior Member,

IEEE, Gaojie Chen, Senior Member, IEEE, Zhiguo Ding, Fellow, IEEE, and Octavia A. Dobre, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper investigates a novel maritime wireless
surveillance scenario, where a legitimate monitor vessel moves
around to eavesdrop the suspicious communication from a suspi-
cious unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to a suspicious vessel with
the help of a cooperative UAV. Specifically, the cooperative UAV
can adjust its jamming power and trajectory to exactly control
the transmission rate of the suspicious link, thus improving the
monitor vessel’s surveillance performance. Furthermore, since
the cooperative UAV cannot land or replenish energy on the
sea surface, its jamming power allocation on the ocean should
be carefully designed by the energy thresholds. Under such
setup, we formulate a sum eavesdropping rate maximization
problem, which jointly optimizes the jamming power and three-
dimensional (3D) trajectory of the cooperative UAV, as well as
the two-dimensional (2D) trajectory of the monitor vessel. To
address this non-convex optimization problem, we decompose
the design problem into three subproblems and propose an
iterative algorithm to find its suboptimal solution. Numerical
results show that the proposed jamming-assisted 3D joint design
can significantly improve the eavesdropping rate and save the
jamming power compared to the benchmark schemes.

Index Terms—Maritime legitimate surveillance, UAV cooper-
ative jamming, power allocation, trajectory design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, wireless information surveillance is considered

as a promising technique to deal with the increasing suspi-
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cious communication [1]. Till now, one recognized wireless

surveillance strategy is called proactive eavesdropping. For

instance, in [2], the authors first proposed a full-duplex-

assisted proactive eavesdropping scheme, where the moni-

tor can simultaneously eavesdrop the suspicious links and

purposely send jamming signals. However in practice, the

self interference cancellation is challenging to achieve as

perfect. Such jamming-assisted proactive eavesdropping was

then extended to a half-duplex parallel fading channels in

[3]. In [4], the multi-antenna techniques were applied at the

monitor to achieve more efficient jamming. Moreover, in

[5], the authors proposed a spoofing relay-assisted proactive

eavesdropping strategy to overhear the suspicious link.

In contrast to the aforementioned works, e.g., [1]–[5],

mainly focus on the ground surveillance scenarios, the un-

manned aerial vehicles (UAVs)-assisted legitimate surveil-

lance has recently drawn significant attentions due to the agile

maneuverability [6]–[8]. In [9], the authors first investigated a

wireless surveillance in a UAV-aided suspicious communica-

tion network. In [10], the authors considered a UAV-assisted

proactive eavesdropping in a suspicious multi-relay system.

This UAV-assisted proactive eavesdropping was then extended

to multiple suspicious links in [11], where the sum eavesdrop-

ping rate was maximized by jointly designing the jamming

power and UAV’s position. In [12], the authors studied a

wireless surveillance of UAV communication system, where

a legitimate UAV tried to eavesdrop the transmission of sus-

picious UAVs. Furthermore, in [13], the authors considered a

multi-UAV-enabled wireless surveillance system, where there

were three UAVs collaboratively eavesdropped on suspicious

wireless transmitters on the ground.

Recently, UAVs have been extended to maritime commu-

nication scenarios [14]–[16], which makes maritime safety

more vulnerable to threats, since these maritime UAVs may

be misused by the illegal authorities to commit crimes.

However, the works in [1]–[5], [9]–[13] only considered the

terrestrial cases, which may not be applicable to UAV-assisted

maritime surveillance scenarios. This is mainly due to the

fact that the vessels on the ocean, unlike the users in the

terrestrial case with random distributions and static patterns,

often have unique characteristics in terms of both distribution

and mobility. Furthermore, since the UAV cannot land or

replenish energy on the sea surface, its power allocation on the

ocean should be carefully designed by the energy thresholds.

Motivated by the aforementioned facts, in this paper we
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Fig. 1: Illustration of a UAV-assisted maritime surveillance

scenario.

study a new maritime surveillance system, where a legitimate

monitor vessel moves around to eavesdrop the suspicious

communication from a suspicious UAV to a suspicious vessel

with the help of an energy-constrained cooperative UAV. In

particular, the mobility of both maritime vessels and UAVs are

taken into account. Moreover, we adopt a practical UAV-vessel

channel model that includes both large-scale and small-scale

fading components. Our objective is to maximize the sum

eavesdropping rate over all time slots by jointly optimizing

the cooperative UAV three-dimensional (3D) trajectory and

jamming power, and the monitor vessel two-dimensional (2D)

trajectory under the mobility, security, and power-limited con-

straints. The main contributions are summarized as follows:

1) In the existing literature, this paper is the first attempt

to investigate the proactive eavesdropping in the UAV-assisted

maritime surveillance scenarios. Specifically, we consider a

more practical UAV-vessel channel model and formulate an

optimization problem by taking into account the mobility of

both vessels and UAVs.

2) In each iteration, we derive closed-form expressions

for the jamming power, UAV and vessel trajectories. Differ-

ent from the terrestrial proactive eavesdropping scheme, the

proposed maritime proactive jamming scheme cannot only

covertly disturb the suspicious receivers with the channel

qualities, but also effectively save the jamming power by the

energy thresholds.

3) For the energy-constrained UAV-assisted maritime

surveillance scenario, the proposed jamming-assisted 3D joint

design can significantly improve the eavesdropping rate and

save the jamming power compared to the benchmark schemes

in the literature.

Notations: Non-boldface and boldface letters denote scalars

and vectors, respectively. | · |, || · || and E(·) denote the

absolute value, Euclidean norm, and statistical expectation,

respectively. The distribution of a circular symmetric complex

Gaussian vector with mean vector x and covariance matrix Σ

is denoted by CN (x,Σ).

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A UAV-assisted maritime legitimate surveillance system is

considered as shown in Fig. 1, where a monitor vessel B tries

to overhear the suspicious communication from a suspicious

UAV S to a suspicious vessel D with the help of a cooperative

UAV U . In practice, the vessel D and UAV S on the ocean

often follow a set of predefined sea lanes for safety [14]–

[16]. Specifically, since the cooperative UAV U cannot land

or replenish energy on the sea surface, its jamming power

allocation on the ocean should be carefully designed among

all time slots. We consider a particular UAV’s flight time T ,

which is discretized into N time slots with equal duration

dt = T/N , where N , {1, 2, · · · , N} denotes the set of slots.

Furthermore, a 3D Cartesian coordinate system is considered,

where the coordinates of the vessel B and UAV U can be

denoted as (xB [n], yB [n], 0) and (xU [n], yU [n], zU [n]), re-

spectively. Additionally, the coordinates (xD[n], yD[n], 0) and

(xS [n], yS [n], zS [n]) represent the location of the suspicious

vessel D and UAV S, respectively. Under the above setting,

the mobility constraints of the vessel B and UAV U can be

formulated as

||qB [n]− qB [n− 1]|| ≤ VBdt, (1a)

||qU [n]− qU [n− 1]|| ≤ VU,hdt, (1b)

|zU [n]− zU [n− 1]| ≤ VU,vdt, (1c)

zmin ≤ zU [n] ≤ zmax, ∀n ∈ N , (1d)

where qB [n] = (xB [n], yB [n]) and qU [n] = (xU [n], yU [n])
represent the horizontal coordinate in time slot n, respectively.

The symbols zmin and zmax denote the minimum and maxi-

mum flight altitudes of UAV U , respectively. The symbols VB ,

VU,h and VU,v represent the maximum horizontal and vertical

speed of the vessel B and UAV U , respectively. Moreover, to

ensure the secrecy of eavesdropping activities, we define the

following security distance constraint:

{dBS [n], dBD[n]} ≥ dBmin, (2a)

{dUS [n], dUD[n]} ≥ dUmin, (2b)

where dij [n] =
√
||qi[n]− qj [n− 1]||2 + |zi[n]− zj [n]|2,

i, j ∈ {B,U, S,D}, indicates the distance from i to j at

slot n. The symbols dBmin and dUmin are the minimum safe

distance.

In addition, we consider a more practical UAV-vessel chan-

nel model [14]–[16], which can be defined by

hij [n] = gij [n]h̃ij [n]

= β0d
−2
ij [n]

(√
K[n]

K[n] + 1
+

√
1

K[n] + 1
φij

)2

,
(3)

where gij and h̃ij [n] represent the large-scale and small-scale

fading coefficients, respectively. The symbol φij ∈ CN (0, 1),
and β0 and K[n] denote the reference power gain and Rician

factor, respectively. In general, the sea lanes of the vessels can

be obtained from the Automatic Identification System (AIS)

and thus the coefficients gij and K[n] are available [14]–[16].
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Since the UAV U is powered by an energy-limited onboard

battery and cannot replenish energy on the sea surface, the

jamming power PU [n] needs to meet the following constraints:

N∑

n=1

PU [n] ≤ E, (4a)

0 ≤ PU [n] ≤ PUmax, (4b)

where E and PUmax denote the total and the maximum

jamming power, respectively. Based on the above setting,

at time slot n ∈ N , the achievable average rate of the

eavesdropping link and the suspicious link can be derived

respectively as

RB [n] = E

{
log2

(
1 +

PS [n]hSB [n]

N0 + λPU [n]hUB [n]

)}
, (5a)

RD[n] = E

{
log2

(
1 +

PS [n]hSD[n]

N0 + PU [n]hUD[n]

)}
, (5b)

where PS [n] denotes the transmit power of the UAV S. The

symbols N0 denotes the noise power and λ represents the

interference cancellation factor. Therefore, as defined in [9],

[10], the effective eavesdropping rate can be expressed as

RBE [n] =

{
RD[n], RB [n] ≥ RD[n],
0, RB [n]<RD[n].

(6)

Our objective is to maximize the sum eavesdropping rate

over all time slots by jointly optimizing the jamming power

and 3D trajectory of the UAV U , and the 2D trajectory of the

vessel B, subject to the mobility, security, and power-limited

constraints. This optimization problem is formulated as

max
qB[n],{qU[n],zU[n]},PU[n]

N∑

n=1

RBE [n]

s.t. (1), (2), (4).

(7)

Since the problem defined in (7) contains highly non-

linear objective functions (both numerator and denominator

of RB [n] and RD[n] depend on the optimization variables

{qB [n],qU [n], zU [n]}); it is challenging to obtain the global

optimal solution. In the following section, we propose an

iterative algorithm to circumvent this non-convexity issue.

III. PROPOSED ITERATIVE ALGORITHM

To efficiently solve problem (7), we first introduce an

indicator function R[n], which is defined as

R[n] =

{
1, RB [n] ≥ RD[n],
0, RB [n]<RD[n].

(8)

Then, problem (7) is equivalently reformulated as follows:

max
qB[n],{qU[n],zU[n]},PU[n]

N∑

n=1

R[n]RD[n]

s.t. R[n] = {0, 1},

(1), (2), (4).

(9)

In the following, we propose an iterative algorithm to find

an approximated optimal solution.

A. Optimization of the vessel B trajectory qB [n]

For given UAV U trajectory {qU [n], zU [n]} and transmit

power PU [n], problem (9) is simplified as

max
qB[n]

N∑

n=1

R[n]RD[n]

s.t. R[n] = {0, 1},

(1a), (2a).

(10)

For the given RD[n], it is obvious that if we want the objec-

tive function in (10) to increase, the number of R[n] = 1 slots

increases, which needs more slots satisfy RB [n] ≥ RD[n].
Thus, we rewrite problem (10) into the following form:

max
qB[n]

N∑

n=1

RB [n]

s.t. (1a), (2a).

(11)

Problem (11) is challenging to be directly solved due to

the small-scale fading h̃ij [n] constraints in the numerator and

denominator of RB [n]. Thus, we first derive the lower bound

of RB [n] as follows:

RB [n]=E

{
log2

(
1 +

PS [n]hSB [n]

N0 + λPU [n]hUB [n]

)}

≥ log2

(
1+

PS [n]gSB [n]

N0+λPU [n]gUB [n]Γmax

)
=Rlb

B [n],

(12)

where Γmax represents the upper bound of small-scale fading

between UAV U and vessel B, and Rlb
B [n] denotes the

lower bound of RB [n]. Then, by introducing a slack variable

rn[n] =
β0PS [n]

N0+λPU [n]gUB [n]Γmax
, we have the first-order Taylor

series expansions of Rlb
B [n] = log2

(
1 + rn[n]

d2

SB
[n]

)
as follows:

log2

(
1 +

rn[n]

d2SB [n]

)

≥ log2

(
1+

rn[n]

d2SBfea
[n]

)
−

rn[n](d
2
SB[n]−d2SBfea

[n])

ln 2(d4SBfea
[n]+rn[n]d2SBfea

[n])
,

(13)

where dSBfea
[n] is the feasible solution at the (l − 1)th

iteration. As a result, based on (12) and (13), problem (11) is

approximately transformed into the following form:

max
qB[n]

N∑

n=1

log2

(
1+

rn[n]

d2SBfea
[n]

)
−

rn[n](d
2
SB[n]−d2SBfea

[n])

ln2(d4SBfea
[n]+rn[n]d2SBfea

[n])

s.t. (1a), (2a).
(14)

Note that problem (14) is a convex optimization problem,

which can be optimally solved by the interior-point method

[14], [15].
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B. Optimization of the UAV U trajectory {qU [n], zU [n]}

For given qB [n] and PU [n], problem (9) is recast as

max
{qU [n],zU [n]}

N∑

n=1

R[n]RD[n]

s.t. R[n] = {0, 1},

(1b) ∼ (1d), (2b).

(15)

Based on 5(a) and 5(b), to guarantee RB [n] ≥ RD[n], the

UAV U should be close to the suspicious vessel D with the

given qB [n] and PU [n], which implies that the achievable rate

RD[n] will decrease. Therefore, problem (15) is rewritten as

follows:

min
{qU[n],zU[n]}

N∑

n=1

RD[n]

s.t. (1b) ∼ (1d), (2b).

(16)

Similarly, we can derive the upper bound of RD[n] as

follows:

RD[n]=E

{
log2

(
1 +

PS [n]hSD[n]

N0 + PU [n]hUD[n]

)}

≤ log2

(
1+

PS [n]gSD[n]

N0+PU [n]gUD[n]Γmin

)
=Rup

D [n],

(17)

where Γmin represents the lower bound of small-scale fading

between UAV U and vessel D, and Rup
D [n] denotes the upper

bound of RD[n]. Then, by substituting (17) into (16), problem

(16) reduces to an equivalent form as

min
{qU[n],zU[n]}

N∑

n=1

log2(1 +
PS [n]gSD[n]

N0 + PU [n]gUD[n]Γmin

)

s.t. (1b) ∼ (1d), (2b).

(18)

It is obvious that the problem in (18) can be solved by

standard convex optimization technique, such as CVX [17].

C. Optimization of the UAV U transmit power PU [n]

With the fixed variables qB [n] and {qU [n], zU [n]}, problem

(9) is expressed as

max
pU[n]

N∑

n=1

R[n]RD[n]

s.t. R[n] = {0, 1},

(4a), (4b).

(19)

To solve problem (19), we provide the following important

theorem.

THEOREM 1. The optimal transmit power PU [n] of problem

(19) can be derived as follows:

PU [n] =

{
P ∗
U [n], 0 ≤ P ∗

U [n] ≤ PUmax,
0, otherwise,

(20)

where P ∗
U [n] =

N0(gSD [n]−gSB [n])
gUD [n]gSB [n]Γmin−λgUB [n]gSD [n]Γmax

.

Algorithm 1 The Proposed Iterative Algorithm

Input: (x0
B , y

0
B), (x

0
U , y

0
U , z

0
U ), P

0
U and E;

1: Set lmax = 50, l = 0, γ = 10−5, Rl
0 = 0, and Rl

f = 100;

2: while Rl
f > γ and l < lmax do

3: Let l = l + 1
4: Calculate (xl

B , y
l
B) of (14) for given

(xl−1
U , yl−1

U , zl−1
U ) and P l−1

U ;

5: Calculate (xl
U , y

l
U , z

l
U ) of (18) based on (xl

B , y
l
B) and

P l−1
U ;

6: Calculate P l
U of (20) under given (xl

B , y
l
B) and

(xl
U , y

l
U , z

l
U );

7: Determine Rl
BE =

∑N

n=1 R[n]Rub
D [n] and Rl

f =∣∣Rl
0 −Rl

BE

∣∣;
8: Update Rl+1

0 = Rl
BE ;

9: end while

Output: (xl
B , y

l
B), (x

l
U , y

l
U , z

l
U ), P

l
U and Rl

BE .

Proof: When the total jamming power E is large

enough, for given qB [n] and {qU [n], zU [n]}, to guar-

antee RB [n] ≥ RD[n], i.e., Rlb
B [n] ≥ Rup

D [n], the

UAV U should send the jamming signal with the power

PU [n] ≥ N0(gSD [n]−gSB [n])
gUD [n]gSB [n]Γmin−λgUB [n]gSD [n]Γmax

. Due to the

fact that Rup
D [n] = log2

(
1 + PS [n]gSD [n]

N0+PU [n]gUD [n]Γmin

)
,

Rup
D [n] is strictly monotonically decreasing with respect

to PU [n], and it can be observed that when PU [n] =
N0(gSD [n]−gSB [n])

gUD [n]gSB [n]Γmin−λgUB [n]gSD [n]Γmax
, Rup

D [n] can obtain max-

imum value. Hence, when Rlb
B [n] = Rup

D [n], the optimal

transmit power PU [n] can be derived as in (20). Next, if E is

limited, the UAV U cannot send the optimal jamming power

at every time slot n, which leads to RB [n] < RD[n] in some

time slots. Thus, in this case, the jamming signal will not be

sent for saving power to obtain more effective eavesdropping

rate, i.e., we have PU [n] = 0.

D. Overall algorithm

In this subsection, based on the results presented in the

previous three subsections, we develop an iterative algorithm,

which is summarized in Algorithm 1. In each iteration,

the problems defined in (14), (18) and (19) are alternately

solved by using the existing standard convex optimization

techniques, and thus a suboptimal solution of problem (9) can

be obtained by the proposed iterative algorithm in Algorithm

1; the relevant details can be found in [15]. Furthermore, the

whole complexity of the proposed algorithm in Algorithm 1

is O[Nite(N)3.5], where Nite and N denote the number of

required iterations and time slots, respectively.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The parameters are set as follow. The coordinates

of the initial and final positions of UAV U and vessel

B are set to (xU [0] , yU [0] , zU [0]) = (400, 0, 70)
m and (xU [N ] , yU [N ] , zU [N ]) = (400, 300, 70)
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Fig. 2: Optimized UAV and vessel trajectories during different

time durations T .

m, and (xB [0] , yB [0] , 0) = (400, 0, 0) m and

(xB [N ] , yB [N ] , 0) = (400, 300, 0) m, respectively.

Furthermore, unless otherwise specified, we set β0 = −60
dBm, N0 = −110 dBm [9]–[11], Γmax = 1.35, Γmin = 0.65
[14], PS [n] = 25 dBm, PUmax = 25 dBm, E = 400 mW,

VB = 15 m/s, VU,h = 23 m/s, VU,v = 6 m/s, zmin = 20
m, zmax = 120 m, dBmin = 200 m and dUmin = 150 m,

respectively [15], [16].

Fig. 2 depicts the trajectories of the UAVs and vessels onto

the 3D plane during different time durations T , respectively.

The symbols △ and ▽ represent the initial and final positions

of the UAVs and vessels, respectively. From the simulation

results illustrated in Fig. 2, when T = 20 s, both vessel B
(dashed curves) and UAV U (solid curves) almost directly

move (fly) to the final position. However, when T increases,

the vessel B and UAV U first move quickly to the vessel D,

then they follow the vessel D as long as possible. The reason

is that the vessel B needs to follow the mobile vessel D to

eavesdrop more information while UAV U moves closer to the

vessel D to get the best position for jamming accordingly.

Fig. 3 illustrates the achievable eavesdropping rate versus

different vessel speed VB and time slots N , respectively. As

shown in in Fig. 3, the achieved eavesdropping rate first

increases and then decreases as the time slots N increases

for all considered values of VB . This is because the vessel B
first comes closer to the vessel D, and then moves to the final

location as the time slots N increases. Moreover, from Fig. 3,

when the maximum vessel speed VB is large, i.e., VB = 15
m/s and VB = 18 m/s, the achieved maximum eavesdropping

rate remains the same. This is because when VB is large

enough, the vessel B cannot fully use the maximum speed to

approach the vessel D due to the fact that there is a minimum

safe distance constraint.

Fig. 4 presents the jamming power of the UAV U versus

different E thresholds and flight time N . As expected, the

jamming power of the UAV U first decreases and then
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increases as the flight time N increases, regardless of the

total jamming power E value. This is because when N is

small or large, the UAV U is far from the vessel D, and thus

a larger jamming power PU needs to be allocated to satisfy

RB [n] ≥ RD[n]. In addition, it is worth noting that when

E is not large enough, i.e., E = 200 mW and E = 100
mW, the UAV U reduces the jamming power PU to zero for

a certain period of time. This is because when E is limited,

the UAV U cannot send the enough jamming power to satisfy

RB [n] ≥ RD[n] at every time slot n. Thus, for those time

slots that far from the vessel D, the UAV U will not send

jamming signal for saving power to obtain a more effective

eavesdropping rate.

Fig. 5 compares the performance of our proposed jamming-

assisted 3D joint design (denoted as Proposed scheme) with

other three benchmark schemes with N = 30, namely: 1)
The 2D joint design scheme (denoted as 2D scheme), i.e., the

UAV U flight altitude zU [n] = 70 m [11]; 2) The time-slot
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Fig. 5: Achieved effective eavesdropping rates of different

algorithms versus E.

sequence allocation scheme (denoted as TS scheme), i.e., the

UAV U jamming power allocation in time-slot sequence [5];

3) The fixed power design scheme (FP scheme), i.e., the UAV

U jamming power PU [n] =
E
N

mW, ∀n ∈ N . As shown in

Fig. 5, when the total jamming power E is small, both TS

and FP schemes cannot achieve the effective eavesdropping

rate. This is because when E is limited, the UAV U still

sends the jamming signal with the optimal power or the fixed

power in some time slots that far from the vessel D, which

leads to RB [n] < RD[n] on all time slots. Moreover, it is

also observed that the Proposed scheme only requires less

jamming power to achieve the same or better performance

compared to the benchmark schemes. The reason is that the

proposed algorithm can jointly optimize the jamming power

and 3D trajectory of the UAV U , and thereby can save the

jamming power based on the channel qualities.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has investigated the legitimate surveillance in a

UAV-assisted maritime communication scenario. In the con-

sidered scheme, with the help of a cooperative UAV transmit-

ting jamming noise, the jamming power and 3D trajectory of

the cooperative UAV, as well as the 2D trajectory of the mon-

itor vessel have been jointly optimized to maximize the sum

eavesdropping rate under the mobility, security, and power-

limited constraints. Simulation results have confirmed that

the proposed jamming-assisted 3D joint design significantly

improved the eavesdropping rate and saved the jamming

power compared to the considered reference schemes.
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